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On Election Day, “the Empire 
hopes to strike back,” 
writes Daniel McCarthy for 
The Spectator. “Joe Biden 
personifies the foreign policy 
of endless war that Democrats 
and neoconservatives pursued 
for 25 years, from the end of 
the Cold War until the election 
of Donald Trump in 2016.”

McCarthy argues that “Biden’s overall record 
is one of foreign policy interventionism,” but 
Biden’s Senate voting record is iffy-fifty: Biden 
“voted for the Iraq War, but he also voted 
against the 2007 surge.” He voted for the 1999 
Serbian war, which destabilized relations with 
Russia, allowing the rise of Putin. But Biden 

voted against 1991’s Persian Gulf adventure 
which set the stage for post-Cold War 
American megalomania.

Nevertheless, McCarthy argues that “Joe 
Biden is an archetypal liberal interventionist 

of the post-Cold War variety. He understands 
war in the same terms as domestic policy: 
as an occasion to expand the power wielded 
by experts in Washington, whose moral and 
rational qualifications are beyond question — 
no matter how disastrous the consequences of 
their policies.”

Such a plausible case. War is certainly 
government “activism.”

McCarthy has spotted a real problem in 
“progressive liberalism,” and understands the 
“peer pressure” that so oppressively rules in the 
corridors of power. But he misses — perhaps 
merely for reasons of space — the sheer 
institutional power of the Deep State. It holds the 
secrets, it controls vast amounts of money, its 
immensity overpowers rational thought.

It is the government we cannot get to; it is the 
government that tried to “get” Trump.

Perhaps our “right to petition the government” 
can skip Congress and go right to the source, 
the Deep State.

Which really wants Biden to win.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
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